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~ ONAL, AND WORLD LEAD IN 
--TO CONTEST WORLD 
RESULTS. OUR. 
!ACUE AND STAFF CAN MILD WITH 
REAM. DEFEilRED IS NEVEll OF 
STATE OF MIND. IF A LION COULD 
A DREAM. DEFEllRED, LANGSTON 
NON-EXISTENT TODAY. 




16 06AMA DIN 
~ADEN 
In the year 2008 America has encountered many 
controversial issues that have impacted society in 
monumental ways. Though we have made many 
leaps and bounds for a better world, there are still 
many shortcomings in the United States. Wide-
spread poor healthcare, global warming, school 
shootings, fewer students seeking higher educa-
tion and an ever-weakening economy plague the 
world's richest country. These are all issues af-
fecting each of us on a much more personal level 
than any of us could imagine. 
A black man running for President was a dream 
many believed could never come true .. With the 
first Black man and first Woman in the forefront 
of a ground breaking presidential election, one can 
only see change in America's future. 
So now that we have the possibility of a world 
understanding of diversity, equality, and unity 
due to the fight and determination of our people 
for a better place ... WHAT'S YOUR STATE OF 
MIND? 
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BY mt:--N-- M"BE 
Rank of 2005 as hottest year on record (tied with 1998), according 
to NASA. 
100 % Increase in intensity and duration of hurricanes and 
tropical storms since the 1970's, according to a 2005 MIT study. 
$100 b illi 0 fl Estimate of damage caused by 
hurricanes hitting the U.S. coast in 2005 alone, according to the Na-
tional Climatic Data Center. 
2030 Year by which Glacier National Park will have no gla-
ciers left, according to the U.S. Geological Survey predictions. 
400 '000 Square miles of Arctic sea ice that have melted 
in the last 30 years (roughly the size of Texas), threatening polar bear 
habitats and further accelerating global warming worldwide, accord-
ing to the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment. 
15 • 3 7 % Amount of plant 
and animal species that global warming 
could wipe out by 2050. 
1 Rank of the United States as a global 
warming polluter compared to other 
large nations. 
6 Number of former U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency leaders who say 
the U.S. is not doing enough to fight glob-
al warming. 
MOW DO YOU f££L. 
ABOUT GL-OBAL. 
WARMING? 
WE ARE NOf DOING 
OUR PART WITH 
6fOPPING If. 
If 16 A REA~~ Y BIG 
166UE AND WE ARE 
NOf EDUCATED 
ABOUT If. 
0 Number of bills passed by Congress 
to cut global warming pollution. 
WHAT 16 HE BGGE6T CRI616 
CONCERNING OUR ECONOMY? 
GA6 PRIC£6 AR£ RIDICU-
L.OU6 AND fH£ V AL.U£ Of 
fH£ AM£RICAN POL.L.AR 16 
6f£ADY D£CR£A61NG. 
fH£ CURR£Nf PR£61D£N-
fiAL. ADMINI6fRAfiON HA6 
PUf A 6fRAIN ON fH£ 
AM£RICAN MIDDL.£ CL.A66. 
The economy of the United States has been the 
world's largest since the early 1870s; [1] its 
gross domestic product (GOP) was estimated as 
$13.8 trillion in 2007. [2] It is a mixed economy 
and private firms make the majority of micro-
economic decisions, while being regulated by 
the government. The U.S. economy maintains 
a high level of productivity (GOP per capita, 
$45,900 in 2007 with the U.S. population hit-
ting 302 million), although it is not the world's 
highest. The U.S. economy has maintained a 
high overall GOP growth rate, a low unem-
ployment rate, and high levels of research and 
capital investment. Major economic concerns 
in the U.S. include national debt, external debt, 
entitlement liabilities for retiring baby boom-
er who have already begun entering the Social 
Security system, corporate debt, mortgage debt 
a low savings rate, and a large current account 
deficit. (Source: Wikipedia) 
tm·-A RECES .)ioN . , , . 




--------------------- -------- j. 
------------------ ----------~ 
From Grandfaher Feceral Debt Repa1 
http: /.tnwhod~s .horre .att .net/debt .htm 
data: Dept . of Debt 
• 
Reports from the U.S. Department of Education show school to be one 
of the safest places for our children. However, several high-profile shoot-
ings in schools over the past decade have resulted in increased fear 
among students, parents, and educators. (NIJ Journal no. 248, 2002) 






NEED6 TO HAVE 
MORE CONTROL. 
OVER THE IN6URANCE 
COMPANIE6. 
Young adults 18-24 years of age were 
more likely than children or older 
adults to lack a usual source of care 
and to be uninsured. About 30 percent 
of these young adults did not have 
a usual source of health care, and an 
equal percentage were uninsured. 
One in 10 adults ages 45-64 years did 
not have a usual source of health care, 
and more than 5 percent of adults in 
this age group who had diagnosed high 
blood pressure, serious heart conditions, 
or diabetes reported not having a usual 
source of medical care. 
In 2005, one out of five people under 
the age of 65 reported being uninsured 
for at least part of the 12 months prior 
to being interviewed. The majority of 
this group reported being uninsured 
for more than 12 months. 
One in 10 women aged 45-64 years 
with income below the poverty level 
reported delaying medical care due to 
lack of transportation. 
About one-third of all children living 
below the poverty level did not have a 
recent dental visit in 2005, compared 
with less than one-fifth of children with 
higher income. 
www.cdc.gov/nch /pre room/07newsrelea es/hus07.htm 
... 
I .,_ ' . 
• • • 
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The road to the White House, as the 
Beatles might have said, is long and 
winding -- and the 2008 contest is no 
exception. Campaigning started earlier 
than ever, with candidates running at 
a breakneck pace a year before any 
votes are cast. The road includes major 
stops in Iowa, New Hampshire, South 
Carolina and Nevada, a semi-national 
primary on February 5, national party 
conventions in Denver, Colorado, and 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, a 
national Election Day in November 
and a meeting of the Electoral College 
in December -- with dozens of filing 
deadlines and thousands offundraisers, 
chicken dinners and campaign stops 
along the way. And it all leads to 
Inauguration Day in January 2009, 
when the new president and vice 
president take office on the steps of the 
Capitol in Washington. 
- WW).V.CNNPolitics.com 
Which of the following issues will be most important to you when 
you decide how to vote for president? 
Economy 35% 
• Iraq 25% 
Health Care 18% 
• Immigration 1 0% 
• Terrorism 9% 
• Other 2% 
Results based on a phone survey of 1, 033 adult 
Americans conducted on Jan. 9-10, 2008, by CNN/ 
Opinion Research Corporation, with a sampling 
error of =/ -3.5% points. Numbers may not equal 
100% due to rounding. 
II fl~ J.IIU I U'/ ngR port.COm 
PROBAB~Y N£V£R! 
P£0P~£ ~IK£ G£0RG£ 
DU6H, KAR~ ROV£, 
AND MCCAIN T£ND 
TO THINK THAT IT'6 
AM£RICA6 JOB f 0 
BRING OUR 60-
CA~~£D D£MOCRACY 
TO £V£RY CORN£R 
Of fH£ G~OB£, AND 
TH£Y AR£ £6P£CIA~­
~y BIA6£D TOWARD 
NON-CHRI6fiAN 
COUNfRI£6 6UCH A6 
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Oklahoina State Regents for Higher Education 
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LAN~~ToN·~ ba.tooL OF ~CULTU~ a APPU'-D 6c1'-.Hc~ D~ 
P20~ I t;AD~ TO n.l'- e,Aa.I'-L.Oil. OF bct'-.HC'-D~ IN 
~CULTUrzAL 6c1'-.Hc'-. T~'- P20~ 1~ D~I~N'-D TO P2DVID'- n.I'-
OPPOil.TUNilY TO ACOUI~ AN UND~TANDIN~ OF P20&Lt;.M~. 
PIZ.INCIP~. AND PllACTI~ ~ n.IAT '-.N~Al;'- IN 
P20VIDIN~ FOOD AND Fl&'-ll. T ~'- P20~ 
COtrnNU~TO 





T ~'- PR.It.1AI2..Y CiOAL OF llJ'- 6cuooL 1~ TO 
PIWVID'- OPPO~TUNm~ FO~ ~TUD'-ttt~ TO 
D'-V'-L.OP t.ik.NTALL Y. ~OTIONALL Y. AND 
P~~ICALL Y TO llJ'-~ OF nJ'-1~ 
~~UTI~ \V~IL'- ATTAININCi ACAD~IC 
P~ARATION FO~ llJ'- PIZO~ION~ OF 
nJ'-1~ CUOIC~. 
29 
Tu'- 60NUP PIZ.OVID~ A D'f'NAMIC, a.IAI L'-NC41NC4 AND 
~Tit.1ULATINC4 ~VUWNM~ \Vm.IIN \VUia.l ~TUD~~ AND 
FACULTY \VOrl!t.. TOCi'-TU'-12- ACruJ~ DI~IPUN~ TO 
ADDI2~ TU'- N'-'-D~ OF A 12.APIDLY a.IANC4INC4 U~n.l 
CAI2 '- k.NVIruJNM~. A!, ~TU TOCi'-TU'-12- IN 
TU'- COIZ.k. cou~~. n.l TU'-
'-'-V'-L OF I 
Tu'- DPT PJW'i~W.i AT lAN'i~ToN UN1v~ 
TU'- ONLY IN TU'- ~TAT'- OF 0~1 AJIOMA- I~ AN 
L'-V'-L PJW~IONAL COUR.!>'- OF ~TUDY FOI2. 
INDIVIDU~ \VITU AN kAI2.N'-D ~ACCALAUR.kAT'-
D'-'1"12' ~; ~'-'.lt.JN'i TO ~'-COM'- PUY~ICAL TU'-RAPI~T~. 
PUY~ICAL TU'-RAPI~T~ (PT ~> PJ2.0\11D'- ~'-12-VIC~ 
TUAT U'-LP ~TOR.'- FUNCTION, IMPJ2.0\I'- MO~IUTY, 
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TMI! ITAft NEWaH'ER IlNCE 1107 
LANGSTON GIVES MEN OWN PLACE 
By Devona W~ 
SWfWriter 
LANGSTON- The 19-year-old from Da.JUs cm1e to Okla-
hom.i to play food>all at ~a ton liniversity. He kne'\\• it was a 
small school. not aa.cdy known for athletics. His • ;Fl. drums 
were tempeted. 
But it was an opponunity to eet ahead. 
.. Me beme the onty boy of three k:id3, I had to show my mom I 
can be a man.- Brenba.n McDonald said. 
At co~a across the nation, male freshman eruollment is 
l~ee~ ~ female enrolbnent. In me black commwuty, tbe 
dispmty u even erear.er. Thoueh minY ~vanta.eed eroups 
- mcludine black women - benefited from me econonuc 
boom of the 1990s md welbre refonn. apens say black men 
ha'\'e been left behind. 
In ~tion o a 10'\\' colleee enrolJment rate. black men are hun 
by a~ economy. ~hny of tbe well-payine. blue-collar 
JO~ where past eenentions of minorioes prospered no loneer 
en st. 
But at La.n..O"Ston t;nivemty. the faculty is focused on re\'ersine 
the trends. Fo five consecutive years. La.neston Uruversity has 
enrolled mo e men than '\\'Omen.. 
McDoNld is o of 26_ male freshmen '\\'bo enrolled this year 
at Lm2$ton -a predominately black university. That's 12 per-
cent more than the 23_ women.. 
22 percent in colleee 
Accordine to 2005 Census Burean statistics. black males be-
tween 18 and 24 numbered 1.896 million. The U.S. Bureau of 
Justice says 106.000 '\\'ere in fedeRl o state prisons at tbe end 
of2005. 
Ano~ 87,000 wac in local jails, m.ikme an inc.a.rcermon ra: 
of up Just more than 10 percent 
About 2- percent wac enrolled in coDe!C$ and nN'\"CDities m 
_oos,fieures sbo . 
The men represent a small minority of a dcmoeraplnc mt is se-
'\'erely trooblcd, said socw welfire professor and mth.or Ronald 
Mincy of Columbta. l,;niversity. 
.. Socw welfare pobcies in tbe United States hn'e ~ly 
reearded men the ~e poor," Mincy said. "But 1fs 
become obvious tlut tbere are some men who are vulncnble. 
There has been a lone-tenn ncelect of these disa.dvantaeed men 
eenenlly. and black men in particubr.-
McDoiWd sard be knows be could have easily eoaen caueht up 
48 
in tbe urban trappines of violence. drues and unemployment. 
Gettine out was his main moti..,.-e for emolline in school And he 
wanted to be able to eive back. 
"I '\\'ant to eo back to my community and coach the voun~r 
boys If I could do it. tbey can do it." • icDona.ld said -
Appeatine recrniancnt 
"We just wanted to mcrea9C enrollment. bur wbare..,·er proeram 
'\\'e '\\'ac usine was very appealine to African-American miles-
said Mrue Yvonne Hooks, a professor of education md sociol~-
2Y at ~ston.. .. We rully try to msure students have a sense of 
~loneme. a sense of community. That means they can connect 
with the faculty, not only in the instrucuona.l mode. 
··African-American males really need that Some of them have 
not bad that in bieh 9Cbool And tbey lone for it. .. abe said. 
La.neston has introduced corrections and law enforcement class-
es. chemistry. and scamce and mamema.tics courses and music 
educ~uon.. It has also inaeascd Its offc:rine of business classes. 
Jeff Darby. 23, of Labyette. La.. bad never beard of Laneston 
'\\•hen be '\\'aS approached by a. reauitc:r. He was elioibl for an 
academic 9Cbolarship. -
He since has served as a mentor to youneer students, and be u 
one of tbe school' best recruiters . 
A La.neston eraduate now '\\'or.Jtine toward a doctorate at Colum-
bia Uni'\·ersity menton Darby. Darby plans to attend eraduate 
SIChool at Col\UilbU Univemty in the fall . 
··Tbey realize they are comine to an institution that makes tbem 
feel a part of a larea bmily," Hooks sa.rd.. "It's nothme for them 
to just walk rn, tbe door is always open.-
Yonne black men 
Jimmy Hodee. 20. eoofed aroW\d in the yard with aboot 100 
~ students dwine bomecomine '\\ttk at I...aneston. his sli!ht 
frame weiehed down by a betty book bae. For this Oklahoma 
City native, it '\\•as tbe band and prc:mmity to home that attracted 
him to La.nesto 
Tbe ca.mpns, filled with youne black men studyine m the cafete--
na, on tbe lawn and in their dorms. represents an lmi!C Americ~ 
rarely sees. 
Tbe nursine proenm aaracted :Michael BirdO'\\•, -1. of Tyler • 
Tens. He said colleee providc3 aomethine fo him to fall back 
on.. 
"I like music. I like doine beats and stuff, ao it's not like the onty 
option, but it's security,- BirdO'\\• said. .. Also. it ain't like it's in 
tbe city. It' out in the middle of no'\\•bere. It keeps yoo oot of 
troo.ble ... 
The number of male students is on the rise. They shine 
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By: Michael Stewart 
Quarterback Danny Lowery had to share a majority of the 
snaps under center the first five games of this season. This, in 
' part, was because of several injuries he sustained while playing 
in these games. However, at Homecoming 2007, Lowery was 
the only quarterback to play under center, and was able to lead 
his team to their first conference win. 
The game was mostly a defensive struggle, with the Lions 
getting the better end of the Texas College offense. Lionel 
Bibbins was the most disruptive player for Langston Univer-
sity, leading the team with seven tackles. Five and a half of his 
tackles were for a loss, with Bibbins reaching the quarterback 
for one and a half sacks and a forced fumble. 
That defensive struggle also was reflected in the amount of 
penalties both teams accumulated. Texas College was penal-
ized 12 times for I 00 yards, while Langston was penalized I 2 
' 
times for 131 yards. Because oft ese penalties, drives on both 
ends were often abruptly stopped. However, it seemed as if the 
Steers suffered the most, with Texas College often being penal-
ized in the middle of what appeared to be scoring drives. 
Texas College's only score appeared near the end of the first 
half, with a 45-yard field goal. The Steers had several opportu-
nities to get back in the fourth quarter, but Texas College quar-
terback, X'Zavier Bloodsaw, threw an interception to defensive 
lineman Enjai Bush. This, in effect, stopped any momentum 





"f wmc.fd fik~ 
ditJiM~ h&M&!f I ' 
b~qittttittq. f wiff 
1J 
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"My expel'ien~e as Ml'. langsfon has pl'otlided me wilh li£e long lessons and 
un£ol'geffable memol'ies. II has also given me lhe oppol'funify fo expl'ess mysel£ 
in a new way ... l ll'uly appl'e~iafe lhe honol' o£ sel''lling lhe Univel'sify in lhis 
~apa~ily, and I en~oul'age olhel' young men on ~ampus fo seek lhis posifion o£ 
leadel'ship. The l'ewal'ds al'e immeasul'able and will lasl a li£elime." 
81'andon "8.~ ... ~lemoens 




Miss Langston Candy 
Page, Mr. Langston 
Brandon Clemoens, 
Miss Black Langston 
Amber Bradford, and 
Miss Orange and Blue 
Sasha watts, along 




Miss Langston and Mr. Langston 
pose with their Royal Court. 
Brandon Clemoens poses with 
Chillious, Akiel Taylor, Reggie Smith, 
87 
88 
"J'avdtM it Jeceiljul) ani beaulr; it vain)· lui a Wdman wA" /eaJIA lie /;(!JJ?JJ) the tAallle 
fiJaiteJ" - PJdtJeJbt 31:30 
"t//ly tet9n as tlfliss eJ:an9e ~Blue lasleen a :ewa:Jin9 e%pe:ience. Jam ltJmneJ ltJ ntJI tJnly :ep:esenli119/le class of 
201 f, lui alstJ /lis 'ifnivemly as a wltJie. cPan9sltJn 'ifnive~silyo//e:s many tJfftJdtmiliesltJ succeei J lave a family leu. 
'Jlis is my ltJme away jJtJm ltJme. " 
89 
90 
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VICE 
~i::>U1L.IATION (SGA) IS COMPRISED OF 
MllTED TO I 
ETHICS AT 0 
WERETOTRA 
TIMELESS HUMAN 
AND THE LANG,_..,..,,......a:JI 
THE SGA WAS C OMM 
TO GREATNESS! TH E SGA 
LEARNING. OUR ACCOMPLISH 
92 
STUDENT LIFE. ALL CURRENTLY ENRO ........ a.......,_, 
SION O F THE JOHNSON-SHUMATE ADM 
EMPOWERING OUR LEGACY!" THE SGA WA 
CAMPUS DINING, FINANCIAL SENSE. AND BUSINESS 
....,. . ,.,.."'"'.THE SGA ACCOMPLISHED T HIS VISION BY CRE-
RNING, MEETING THE STUDENTS WHERE THEY 
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE, INSTILLING THE 
LANGSTON UNIVERSITY CORE VALUES, 
lNG STUDENTS WITH THE PERTI-
WORLD." 
FROM EXCELLENCE 
AND LIFE LONG 
r ,~ r Hl" MOTIO OF FRESHMEN ORIENTATION, FAIL-
, ')N "v1AN A~::> LANGSTON WOMAN THROUGHOUT 
1\JTATION WEEK. OUR LANGSTON MEN AND 
L~- I ( 
o~ A 
GL~·s A'\1 ::> RIU~ Pt ~ 
THANK T~~L LA~GS TON LJ, r 
FOR THEIR PAR71CIPAT 0 
• THE SGA SPONSOR .D T H 
SPIRIT AND WILLINGNESS TO A L L ov.. 
• T..-!F SGA PARTICIPATED IN THE 
-oW~ C OM E. THE:. STUDENTS. FACGL TY AND 
LA GSTON UN.VFRSITY ALUMNUS, ENCOUf~A(,[ l 
AND 0 APPRECIATE DEAR LANGSTOt U 
GA HOS fED A GLOW PARTY A f'I.D MINI ~0 
MINI CONCER fS OFFERED T HRO J 
TED fH E PRESIDENT AND HER STAFF 
STUDENTS RECEPTION. THE: PR SID 
. HOI\iOR S fUDENTS, AND STU 
I~S AND D R. JOANN HAYSBE.RT. 
C f E MONY. WHICH SIGNIFIED THE BEGINNING 
r I ,CLJSSIONS TO ILLUSTRATE THE STRUG-
RSPE"CTIVE. THE" SGA WOULD LIKE TO 
ll L USTRIOUS FACULTY AND STAFF 
~AGE " CEREMONY. 
E RIC A JOSEPH FOR HIS HUMBLE 
lMENTS. 
R LANGSTON UNIVERSITY 
ABU. M IC HAEL SHELTON. A 
G OF THE"IR COLLEGE EXPE-
BE. YOUR PASSPORT TO THE 
RASHEEDA. THIS WAS 
. IT WAS A N OPEN E"VENT 
E PRESIDL 'T'S STUDENT 
DE TS FRO'Vl F ACH REGI5-
D TO F ELLOWSHIP WITH 
UE- D 10 CONDUCT THE AD\-11NISTRAT V DENT L ~ ADERS COMMIT-
STUDE-.NT BODY, FACULTY, 
) DR! KING WATER, LACK 
DUCTIVITY ON CAMPUS, C ARD MACHIN 
R L AND ACADEMIC RETENTION HAVE BE 
I TO THANK EVERYONE FOR THEIR PA 
HIS COUNCIL! 
GA HOSTED A STlJDENT LEADERSHIP WEEK 
I CONSISTED O F ALL REGISTE.RED CAMPU 
PORTU ITY TO PRESENT THEIR ORGANIZATION A 
STED A SCHOLARSHIP FAIR. THE ACADEMIC COMMI"T""l"',~'• 
PUS SCHOLARSHIPS. TUTORING SERVICES. AND OTHE 
WED ESDAY, fH E SGA HOSTED THE PARLIAMENTA 
CATE STUDENTS, FSPECIALLY 0RGANIZATIO PR 
AGENDA, AND KEEPING ORDER A MEETING PART 
MEETING. 01\J THURSDAY, SGA HOSTED THE 
NITY TO MEET THE SGA, STANDING COM MITT 
THIS WEEK WAS VERY SUCCESSFUL! 
• 
THE FIRST C LASSIC THAT DEAR L-l"'.t"'l\.:lmr·• 
FfATf"D BY STILLMEN COLLEG 
HE CAFETERIA, DINING 
""""'n."'-.v...:.•L.D, A D RESOLVED. 
TIO . AND C ONTRIBUTION 
A STUDENT LEADERSHIP 
GAVE EACH O RGANIZATION 
ON TUESDAY. THE SGA 
ON-CAMPUS AND OFF-GAM-
TS TO BE:. S UCCESSFUL. ON 
OP WAS DESIGNED TO EDU-
THEIR SKIL l S THROUGH A MOCK 
S GAVE STUDENTS fHE OPPORTU-
ENTS, AND D R. JOANN HAYSBERT. 
ND THE ST. LOUIS CLASSIC. THIS WAS 
IN. OUR LANGSTON LIONS WERE DE-
ME STATE." 
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THAT ARISE BUT 
THE SCHEDULE • 
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K OFF COMPETITION. TUG-A-WAR COMPETIT 
THE WEEK INCLUDED A MESSAGE IN THE MIDD 
R CONCERT. THIS WEEK SURELY EXCI fED STU 
THE SGA PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDENT LEAD 
AND ASSISTED THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM. THE NEWLY 
THE SGA HAD SEVERAL OBSTACLES TO OVERCOME. 
MAINTAINING OPE:.N COMMUNICATION, RESPECTING 
ASSISTING WITH ALL FUNCTIONS, A BANDONING A 
STUDENT BODY AND DEAR LANGSTON UNI 
Tt-fANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE STUDENT 
LANGSTON ME::N AND LANGSTON WOM 
MR. DAMON G UT HERY. MRS. CT'r""MILJ 
LUDE.LL WILLIAMS, MR. JOSEPH 
EK WAS F-ULL OF ENTER-
ION BLOCK PARTY. 
CIPATE IN, SUCH AS THE 
OFF. OTHER ACTIVITIES 
. INTERNSJ...liPS, OR JUST 
PRESENTE:.D MANY AWARDS 
E SWORN IN AND PINNED. 
AL LIFE LESSONS, SUCH AS 
S OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS. 
AND WORKING FOR AND W ITH THE 
E IS NOT AN OPTION ! 
. SPECIAL THANK YOU GOES TO A LL 
. MARC FLEMON, MR. DESHNICK LEWIS. 
. MRS. CYNTHIA BUCKLEY. MRS. 
. CLYDE M ONTGOMERY, DR. RODERICK 
SMOTHERS. MRS. ANGELA '""""~· 
DR. DARNELL WILUAMS 
TON UNIVERSITY .M.tvtEU'I 
• MRS. SI LVIA LOVE. MR. AND MRS. WALLACE, 
K. DR. MBOSOWO, THE VARSITY SHOP. LANGS-















Th~ m in purpos oft Gr~~k-1 tt~r orginzations at 
hang on Univ~rsit i t assist i c i~Ving th~ 
obj~ · ~ f th~ niv r it . I s f stud~nts, 
th~s~ obj~cti ~s ar~ ~ cour ging s ho rship and 
acad~mic ~xc~ll~nc~, p~rsonal and social 
d~v~lopm~nt, car~~r and vocational attainm~nt, 
fost~ring high moral and ~thical standards, and 
~x~mplifying th~ id~al coll~g~ stud~nt. 
Th~ purpos~ of th~ National Pan-ti~ll~nic Council is to 
cr~at~ and maintain high standards in th~ lif~ of 
frat~rniti~s and sororiti~s; to p~rp~tuat~ constructiv~ 
frat~rnity and sorority r~lationships; to fost~r an 
und~rstanding of th~ structur~ nd ho of 
op tiona h~ r ·nizati s; nd 
d r~s , coordi a ~, a d v~lo ac a r t gi~s n 
att r f tua eone rn tp th~ affiliat~ orginizafions. 
W~ p1omo ~ a d assi - in ~ d~v~lopm~nt of 
progr~ iv~ actviti~s r l~v nt o humanity and to 
furt ~ th ca s~ f i h r ducation and th~ w~lfar~ 
of n rst . ---
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SINCE IT'S FOUNDING ON DECEMBER 4. 1906. ALPHA PHI AL-
PHA FRATERNITY. INC. HAS SUPPLIED VOICE AND VISION TO THE 
STRUGGLE OF AFRICAN-AMERICANS AND PEOPLE OF COLOR AROUND 
THE WORLD. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA. THE FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE GREEK-
LETTER FRATERNITY ESTABLISHED FOR AFRICAN-AMERICANS. WAS 
FOUNDED AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY IN ITHACA. NEW YORK BY SEV-
EN COLLEGE MEN WHO RECOGNIZED THE NEED FOR A STRONG 
BOND OF BROTHERHOOD AMONG AFRICAN DESCENDANTS IN THIS 
COUNTRY. THE VISIONARY FOUNDERS. KNOWN AS THE "JEWELS" 
OF THE FRATERNITY, ARE HENRY ARTHUR CALLIS. CHARLES HEN-
RY CHAPMAN , EUGENE KINCKLE JONES. GEORGE BIDDLE KELLEY, 
NATHANIEL ALLISON MURRAY. ROBERT HAROLD OGLE. AND VERT-
NER WOODSON TANDY. 
THE FRATERNITY INITIALLY SERVED AS A STUDY AND SUPPORT 
GROUP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS WHO FACED RACIAL PREJUDICE. 
BOTH EDUCATIONALLY AND SOCIALLY. AT CORNELL. THE JEWEL 
FOUNDERS AND EARLY LEADERS OF THE FRATERNITY SUCCEEDED IN 
LAYING A FIRM FOUNDATION FOR ALPHA PHI ALPHAS PRINCIPLES OF 
SCHOLARSHIP. FELLOWSHIP. GOOD CHARACTER. AND THE UPLIFTING 
OF HUMANITY. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA CHAPTERS WERE DEVELOPED AT OTHER 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, MANY OF THEM AT HISTORICALLY 
BLACK INSTITUTIONS. SOON AFTER THE FOUNDING AT CORNELL 
WHILE CONTINUING TO STRESS ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AMONG ITS 
MEMBERS. ALPHA ALSO RECOGNIZES THE NEED TO HELP CORRECT 
THE EDUCATIONAL. ECONOMIC. POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL INJUSTICES 
FACED BY AFRICAN-AMERICANS ... 
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100 YEARS OF SERVICE 
THE ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA STORY 
IN 1908. ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY BECAME AMERICA'S 
FIRST GREEK-LETTER ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED BY BLACK COL-
LEGE WOMEN. THE SORORITY WAS FOUNDED WITH THE BELIEF 
THAT SISTERHOOD AND SERVICE GO HAND IN HAND. HER ROOTS 
DATE BACK TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C .. WHERE 
THE IDEA FOR FORMATION WAS CONCEIVED BY ETHEL HEDGE-
MAN LYLE OF ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI. SHE VIEWED THE SORORITY 
AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ENRICHING THE SOCIAL AND INTELLEC-
TUAL ASPECTS OF COLLEGE LIFE BY PROVIDING MENTAL STIMULA-
TION THROUGH INTERACTION WITH FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES. 
THROUGH THE YEARS. HOWEVER. ALPHA KAPPA ALPHAS FUNC-
TION HAS BECOME MORE COMPLEX. AFTER HER INCORPORATION 
AS A PERPETUAL BODY IN 1913, ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA GREW FROM 
ONE UNDERGRADUATE CHAPTER TO AN INTERNATIONAL ONE 
WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF MORE THAN 200,000 COLLEGE TRAINED 
WOMEN IN 950 CHAPTERS IN THE UNITED STATES, THE CARIB-
BEAN. EUROPE. AND AFRICA. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA IS A SISTERHOOD COMPOSED OF WOMEN 
WHO HAVE CONSCIOUSLY CHOSEN THIS AFFILIATION AS A MEANS 
OF SELF-FULFILLMENT THROUGH VOLUNTEER SERVICE. ALPHA 
KAPPA ALPHA CULTIVATES AND ENCOURAGES HIGH SCHOLASTIC 
AND ETHICAL STANDARDS; PROMOTES UNITY AND FRIENDSHIP 
AMONG COLLEGE WOMEN; ALLEVIATES PROBLEMS CONCERNING 
GIRLS AND WOMEN; MAINTAINS A PROGRESSIVE INTEREST IN 
COLLEGE LIFE; AND SERVES ALL MANKIND. 
OVER THE PAST 100 YEARS, ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA HAS USED THE 
POWER OF THE FOUNDERS' CONCEPT TO TRANSFORM ACTIONS 
INTO A PROUD HISTORY OF SUPPORTING ACADEMIC ACHIEVE 
MENT. COMBATING DISEASE. BROADENING CAREER OPPORTUNI 
TIES. AND FIGHTING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN LOCAL COMMUNI-
TIES AND AROUND THE WORLD. THE NEXT 100 YEARS ALREADY 
BEGUN. 
100 YEARS OF SERVICE, SCHOLARSHIP, AND SISTERHOOD 
Rebekah Jones ,LaToya Rose Shumate, Brittany Jager , Jamese Lewi 
Sonia Sherfield, Chardae Thoma , Phaedm Luckett 
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KAPPA ALPHA PSI WAS FOUNDED ON THE NIGHT OF JANU-
ARY 5, 1911, ON THE CAMPUS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT 
BLOOMINGTON, I 
INDIANA, TO SOW THE SEED OF A FRATERNAL TREE WHOSE FRUIT I 
IS AVAILABLE TO, AND NOW 
ENJOYED BY COLLEGE MEN EVERYWHERE, 
REGARDLESS OF THEIR COLOR, RELIGION OR 
NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
IT IS A FACT OF WHICH KAPPA ALPHA PSI IS JUSTLY PROUD 
THAT THE CONSTITUTION HAS NEYER CONTAINED ANY CLAUSE 
THAT EITHER 
EXCLUDED OR SUGGESTED THE EXCLUSION OF A MAN FROM 
MEMBERSHIP, MERELY BECAUSE OF HIS COLOR, CREED, OR NA-
TIONAL ORIGIN. 
THE CONSTITUTION OF KAPPA ALPHA PSI IS PREDICATED 
UPON, AND DEDICATED TO, THE PRINCIPLES OF ACHIEVEMENT 
THROUGH A TRULY DEMOCRATIC FRATERNITY. 

ON FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 17, 1911, THREE HOW-
ARD UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AND ONE 
FACULTY ADVISER, GAVE BIRTH TO THE OMEGA PSI PHI FRA-
TERNITY, INC., THE FIRST NATIONALAFRICAN-AMERICAN FRA-
TERNITY TO BE FOUNDED AT A BLACK COLLEGE. THIS EVENT 
OCCURRED IN THE OFFICE OF BIOLOGY PROFESSOR ERNEST 
E. JUST, THE FACULTY ADVISER, IN THE SCIENCE HALL (NOW 
KNOWN AS THIRKIELD HALL). THE THREE LIBERAL ARTS STU-
DENTS WERE EDGARA. LOVE, OSCAR]. COOPERAND FRANK 
COLEMAN. FROM THE INITIALS OF THE GREEK 
MEANING, ~~FRIENDSHIP IS ESSENTIAL 
SOUC THE NAME OMEGA PSI PHI WAS 
THE PHRASE WAS SELECTED AS THE 
MANHOOD, SCHOLARSHIP, PERSEVER-
ANCE AND UPLIFT WERE ADOPTED AS CARDINAL 
PRINCIPLES. A DECISION WAS MADE REGARDING THE DE-
SIGN FOR THE PIN AND EMBLEM, AND THUS ENDED THE 
FIRST MEETING OF THE OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY. 
THE NEXT MEETING WAS CONDUCTED ON 
NOVEMBER23. 1911. EDGAR LOVE BECAME THE FIRST GRAND 
BASILEUS (NATIONAL PRESIDENT). COOPER AND COLEMAN 
WERE SELECTED GRANDKEEPER OF THE RECORDS (NATION-
AL SECRETARY) AND GRANDKEEPER OF SEALS (NATIONAL 
TREASURER), RESPECTIVELY. ELEVEN HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE MEN WERE SELECTED AS 
CHARTER MEMBERS. 
r •• ~ .,..~;'1 
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TATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC. IS A PRI-
VATE, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION WHOSE PURPOSE IS TO 
PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT 
ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. A SISTERHOOD OF MORE 
THAN 200,000 PREDOMINATELY BLACK COLLEGE EDUCATED 
WOMEN, THE SORORITY CURRENTLY HAS OVER 9 
CHAPTERS LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES, ENGLAND, JAPAN 
(TOKYO AND OKINAWA), GERMANY, THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, 
BERMUDA, THE BAHAMAS AND THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA. THE 
MAJOR PROGRAMS OF THE SORORITY ARE BASED UPON THE 
ORGANIZATION'S FIVE POINT THRUST OF: 
ECO OMIC DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 
INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT 
POLITICAL AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT 
THE DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY WA FOUND-
ED IN 1913 BY 22 STUDENTS AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. 
THESE YOUNG WOMEN WANTED TO USE THEIR COLLEC-
TIVE STRENGTH TO PROMOTE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE; TO 
PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS; TO PROVIDE SUPPORT TO THE 
UNDERSERVED; EDUCATE AND STIMULATE PARTICIPATION 
IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF POSITIVE PUBLIC POLICY; AND 
TO HIGHLIGHT ISSUES AND PROVIDE SOLUTIONS FO 
PROBLEMS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES. 
Chawntaye Chandler Jamie Campbell Ay ha Iddeen 
PHI BETA SIGMA WAS FOUNDED JANUARY 9, 1914 ON 
THE CAMPUS OF HO\t\!ARD UNIVERSITY. FOUNDED ON THE 
PRINCIPLES OF BROTHERHOOD, SCHOLARSHIP AND SER-
VICE, THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THIS INTERNATIONAL BAND 
OF BROTHERS ARE AS DIVERSE AS ITS MEMBERSHIP. WITH 
PARTNERSHIPS WITH SUCH ENTITIES AS THE AMERICAN RED 
CROSS, URBAN LEAGUE, AND ITS SISTER ORGANIZATION; ZETA 
PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. SIGMAS CONTINUE TO MAKE A DIF-
FERENCE LOCALLY AND ABROAD. 
SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN 1947, THE BETA EPSILON 
CHAPTER OF PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY, INC. HAS BEEN A 
DRIVING FORCE ON THE LANGSTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS. IN 
LIGHT OF THE FRATERNITY'S MOTTO 
11 
CULTURE FOR SERVICE 
AND SERVICE FOR HUMANITY", THE DISTINGUISHED BROTH-
ERS OF BETA EPSILON CONTINUE TO BE ACTIVE PATRONS AND 
SUPPORTERS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR CULTURE, OUR 
PEOPLE, AND OUR COMMUNITY. 

lT WAS IN JANUARY OF 1920, WHEN ZETA PHI BETA SOROR-
ITY WAS FOUNDED. ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY WAS FOUNDED ON 
THE SIMPLE BELIEF THAT SORORITY ELITISM AND SOCIALIZING 
SHOULD NOT OVERSHADOW THE REAL MISSION FOR PROGRESSIVE 
ORGANIZATIONS- TO ADDRESS SOCIETAL MORES, ILLS, PREJUDICES, 
POVERTY, AND HEALTH CONCERNS OF THE DAY. FOUNDED JANU-
ARY 16, 1920, ZETA BEGAN AS AN IDEA CONCEIVED BY FIVE COEDS 
AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY IN WASHINGTON D.C.; ARIZONA CLEAVER. 
MYRTLE TYLER, VIOLA TYLER, FANNIE PETTIE AND PEARL NEAL. 
THESE FIVE WOMEN, ALSO KNOWN AS OUR FIVE PEARLS, DARED TO 
DEPART FROM THE TRADITIONAL COALITIONS FOR BLACK WOMEN 
AND SOUGHT TO ESTABLISH A NEW ORGANIZATION PREDICATED 
ON THE PRECEPTS OF SCHOLARSHIP. SERVICE, SISTERLY LOVE AND 
FINER WOMANHOOD. IT WAS THE IDEAL OF THE FOUNDERS THAT 
THE SORORITY WOULD REACH COLLEGE WOMEN IN ALL PARTS OF 
THE COUNTRY WHO WERE SORORITY MINDED AND DESIRED TO FOL-
LOW THE FOUNDING PRINCIPLES OF THE ORGANIZATION. FOUNDER 
VIOLA TYLER WAS OFT QlJOTED TO SAY "[IN THE IDEAL COLLEGIATE 
SITUATION] THERE IS A ZETA IN A GIRL REGARDLESS OF RACE, CREED, 
OR COLOR, WHO HAS HIGH STANDARDS AND PRINCIPLES, A GOOD 
SCHOLARLY AVERAGE AND AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN ALL THINGS THAT 
SHE UNDERTAKES TO ACCOMPLISH." 
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION, ZETA PHI BETA IS INCORPORATED IN 
WASHINGTON D.C. AND IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. THE DUES AND 
GIFTS OF ITS MEMBERS SUPPORT THE SORORITY. 
OVER THE YEARS SINCE THE SORORITY'S INCEPTION. ZETA PHI 
BETA HAS CHARTERED HUNDREDS OF CHAPTERS AND INITIATED 
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD. ZETA HAS CONTIN-
UED TO THRIVE AND FLOURISH WHILE ADAPTING TO THE EVER-
CHANGING NEEDS OF A NEW CENTURY. DESPITE THE GREAT DEPRES-
SION, DISCRIMINATION AND SEGREGATION AND A HOST OF OTHER 
CHALLENGES, ZETA HAS CONTINUED TO HOLD TRUE TO ITS IDEALS 

SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY, INC. WAS 
FOUNDED NOVEMBER12, 19220NTHE PREDOM-
INATELYWHITE CAMPUS OF BUTLER UNIVERSITY 
IN IDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. THE SORORITY WAS 
FOUNDED BY SEVEN SCHOOL TEACHERS: MARY 
LOU ALLISION GARDNER LITTLE, NANNIE MAE 
GAHN JOHNSON, VIVIAN WHITE MARBURY, 
BESSIE DOWNEY RHOADES MARTIN, CUBENA 
MCCLURE, HATTIE MAE ANNETTE DULIN RED-
FORD, AND DOROTHY HANEY WHITESIDE. 
THE IOTA CHAPTER OF SIGMA GAMMA RHO 
SORORITY, INC. WAS FOUNDED ON THE CAMPUS 
OF LANGSTON UNIVERSITY ON APRIL 5, 1941 BY 
SEVEN CHARTERMEMBERS. SIGMA GAMMA RHO, 
INC.'S COLORS ARE ROYAL BLUE AND ANTIQ1JE 
GOLD, THE FRENCH POODLE IS THEIR MASCOT, 
AND THE YELLOW TEA ROSE IS THEIR FLOWER. 
SOME OF THE SORORITY'S NATIONAL PROJECTS 

• , 
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• The Langston Lions have had a winning record ever since Greg Johnson returned as head 
coach. 
• The Lions began the season ranked #22 in the N AlA. 
• The Lions participated in the St. Louis Gateway Classic for the first time. 
14 1 

Haynes honored in L U court 
dedication December 8 
By: Michael Stewart 
The Langston University Lions played Texas College on 
December 8 in a very special game at home. Legendary Harlem 
Globetrotter Marques Haynes had the court at C. F. Gayles 
Gymnasium dedicated in his honor at a special halftime ceremony. 
Haynes, a native of Sand Springs, Okla., played high school 
basketball at Booker T. Washington High School, where he led the 
team to a high school national championship in 1941. Haynes then 
attended Langston University from 1942 to 1946 and led his teams 
to a combined record of 112-3. In that time the Lions went on a 59-
game winning streak. They also defeated the Globetrotters in 1946. 
Haynes joined the Globetrotters after graduation, and led 
them to two historic defeats over the George Mikan-led Minneapolis 
Lakers in 1948 and 1949. These victories were an immediate 
precursor to the 1950 NBA season, in which three African-
American players were the first to sign to NBA teams. Ultimately, 
Haynes rejected playing in the NBA himself, refusing to join the 
Philadelphia Warriors. He then formed his own team, the Harlem 
Magicians, and added fellow Globetrotter Reece Tatum soon 
thereafter. 
Haynes is one of only four Globetrotters to have his 
number retired by the team, along with Meadowlark Lemon, Wilt 
Chamberlain, and Tatum. He is also a member of six halls of 
fames, which include being the first Globetrotter enshrined in the 
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, NAIA Hall of Fame, 
East Hartford (Conneticut) Hall of Fame, Jim Thorpe Hall of Fame, 
Langston University Hall of Fame, and Oklahoma Hall of Fame. 
Season Highlights 
• Lady Lions have won 34 straight regular season conference games. 
• Jamie Skinner, Dominique Thomas, Latesha Calton, and Jenissa Harris were all selected 
2007-2008 First-Team All-Conference. Sachia Clemmons was selected as Honorable Men 
tion All-Conference. Skinner was selected RRAC Player of the Year. Thomas was selected 
the RRAC Defensive Player of the Year. 
• Dominique Thomas set the Langston University single season assists record. She is cur 
rently 8th on the career assists leaders. (Accomplished in one season.) 
• To date, in the last three seasons, Coach Donnita Drain's Lady Lions have combined for a 
record of 83-11 (.883). 
• Back to back regular season conference champions. Won their first Red River Athletic 





lADY liON BASKETBAll 
Caedia Fraser Dominique Thomas Jamie s inner 
Jenissa Harris laTesha Calton Sachia Clemmons 
Sharnelia Johnson 
Season Highlights 
• Won the Red River Athletic Conference Tournament on March 8, 2008. 
• Coach Greg Webb took his 3rd team to the NAIA Division I Men's Basketball National 
Tournament. It's the Lions second trip in four years. 
• Ralph Hishaw and Phillip Brooks were both selected 2007-2008 First-Team All-Confer-
ence. Meshon Lewis and Geremie Allison were selected Honorable Mention All-Confer-
ence. 
• Coach Webb and Coach Jerome Willis have coached five consecutive winning seasons. 
• Eric Harris, Jr. is the son of Langston great Eric Harris, Sr. Both of Harris' parents 





Alburev Doss Charles loRis Chris Green Chris Higgins 
Clvde Pride Eric Harris Geremie Allison John Hollman 








































































James W. Hilliard 
Head Coach 
Season Highlights 
• Men had their fir t Top 10 fini h during the 2008 
Indoor Track & Field ational . They fini bed in 
9th place. 
• At the 2008 Indoor Track & Field ational , Wil 
liam Mose and Willie Felder both fini h d a 
the ational-Runner up in the high jump and 
the long jump re pectively. 
• Brandee' Mean became a ix-time All- merican 
at the 2008 Indoor Track & ield ational by 
finishing 5th in the 400m. 






Taylor Wicks (Oklahoma City, OK) 
Sara Babakhanie (Oklahoma City, OK) 
Salina McRae (Guthrie, OK) 
Janee Culpepper (Los Angelas, CA) 
Katie Tuma (Agra, OK) 
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(()pa {[iJJ}rd ?!J!lalnr;; 
Opa Byrd Chaney began her tenure at Langston University on 
October 1, 2002. While at Langston, she served as an admini-
strative assistant and administrative specialist in the Department 
of Education and Behavioral Sciences. Obtaining two degrees (a 
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Education) was her greatest accom-
plishment while at Langston. She said she "will miss working with 
the students, staff, and faculty in the Department of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences and most definitely miss working with and for 
Dr. Alex 0. Lewis." Her most memorable moments at Langston 
came when she completed and passed her comprehensive exams and 
when she reunited with a friend that she began her educational journey 
with many years ago. After her official retirement on June I, Opa 
Chaney plans to become a student again, and earn a doctoral degree 
in Adult Education with an emphasis in The Urban Learner. 
J(vneita ?fj~ 
Janetta Chapple began her tenure at Langston University on January 
10, 1998. While at Langston, she served as the executive director of 
the Langston Community Development Corporation. Some of her 
greatest accomplishments at LU include obtaining a $466,665 
HUD/HBCU grant and a $99,000 USDA grant for construction of the 
new retail plaza.In fact, her most memorable moment at Langston is 
the grand opening of the plaza. She counts redeveloping the town of 
Langston as one of the things she will miss most. Janetta Chapple 
plans to launch a consultant company, the jChapple Group, after her 
retirement. 
Marvin Fisher began his tenure at Langston University on September 
14, 1998. While at Langston, he served as the director of the mall 
Business Development Center. He is a 1965 Langston University 
graduate with a degree in Business Administration (Accounting). 
Prior to working at Langston, Marvin Fisher worked in the accounting 
field for companies such as Primerica Financial Services, Inc., Defense 
Finance Accounting Service, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
~~=~~~~Langston University on August I, 
200 l. While at Langston, he served as professor in the Biology Depart-
ment. Some of his greatest accomplishments at LU include his research 
on fish ecology, seeing students grow and succeed in biology and their 
going on to further success in graduate school and work after leaving 
Langston. What David McNeely will miss most are the excellent students 
who worked hard for the sake of knowledge. His official retirement date 
was August 21, 2006, and he has experienced pure joy ever since. 
rfY&?tte!9 J£)uz;nunad 
Raquel Muhammad began her tenure at Langston University on August 
1, 1996. She served as an as ociate professor in Education at the LU-Tulsa 
campus. Working as a con ultant and educator, she worked previously at 
San Diego Unified School District, San Diego City College, Clark County 
Community College Open Laboratory (Las Vegas), Operation Independence, 
and College Modeme de Sikasso (Rep. du Mali). Raquel Muhammad has a 
passion for traveling and has lived in France, Senegal, and Mali; and has 
visited Belgium, Morocco, Algeria, and Spain. 
Blanton Nash began his tenure at Langston University on July 5, 1995. 
While at Langston he served as a counselor for Financial Aid. He earned 
a B.S. in 1966 from the University of Central Oklahoma and a Master of 
Education from Langston University in 1993. Prior to working at Langston, 
Blanton Nash worked in various fields. He was a forklift operator at Wilson 
Foods, Inc. as well as the assistant personnel director at Wall Colmonoy 
Corporation. His other work experiences include employment at Guthrie 
Job Corp Center and the Eastside Y.M.C.A. 
?Bhmde6 [[jJ5' o/j'xMll 
Charles Pappan began his tenure at Langston University on September 1, 
1998. While at Langston University he served as a compliance officer for 
Financial Aid. His love of music led him to earn a Bachelor of Music 
degree from the University of Rochester and a Master of Music Education 
degree from the University of Oklahoma. Charles Pappan made a career 
of assisting students with financial matters. Prior to working at Langston, 
he worked as a Senior Financial Aid Counselor at the University of 
Oklahoma and as Director of Financial Aid at Seminole Jr. College. 
156 
Frankie Fuller Parke began her tenure at Langston University on 
August I, 2001. While at Langston, she served as an instructor in the 
School of Nursing at the LU-Tulsa campus. Her greatest accomplish-
ments were receiving many "thank you" letters from students and 
receiving consistently favorable student evaluations. She says she will 
definitely miss the students of Langston University. Her most 
memorable experience at LU-Tulsa came when she received accolades 
at a graduation ceremony for all of her hard work. Upon retirement, 
Frankie Fuller Parke plans to spend her days relaxing, fishing, 
traveling, and reading. 
John Smith began his tenure at Langston University on May 1, 
1979. He served as the director for Information Technology. He 
earned a B.B.A. degree in Finance with a minor in Economics. His 
areas of expertise range from financial aid to athletics. Prior to working 
at Langston, John Smith served in many capacities at the University of 
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. 
{[!}{J11ald r;?ltmrk 
Ronald Starks began his tenure at Langston University on October 1, 
1995. While at Langston, he served as an animal technician at the E. 
(Kika) de Ia Garza goat research facility. He is a 1965 LU graduate 
and has trained in the U.S. Air Force. Ronald Starks has previously 
been employed by Langston University as the director of Financial 
Aid from 1973-1975. His other work experiences include: Anheuser-
Bush Inc., Amoco Production Company, and McDonald's Corporation. 
157 
















Dr. Toure was a dedicated alumnus who served as an advocate for the advancement of Lang ton 
University for over 30 years. He joined the Institution as an Assistant Professor/Coordinato61of 
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President Johnson-Sirleaf Chooses 
Langston University 
The Liberian President will give her first Commencement 
Address at LU 
By: Ashley Gibson 
The Langston University family couldn' t be more elated 
about the upcoming visit from Liberia's first woman president, 
The Honorable Ellen John on Sirleaf. 
President Johnson Sirleaf will deliver her first Commencement 
Address at 11 a.m. on May 12th at theW. E. Anderson Stadium. 
"This will be a day to mark in the history of Langston 
University," LU President, JoAnn W. Haysbert said. "President 
Johnson Sirleaf is a dynamic world leader who spreads a pro-
found message of justice, peace, and community service." 
Internationally known as Africa's "Iron Lady," John on 
Sirleaf grew up in the Liberian capital of Monrovia where she 
married and had four sons. 
She later moved to the United States where he earned an 
accounting degree from the Madison College of Business and a 
Masters Degree in Public Administration from Harvard Universi-
ty's Kennedy School of Government. 
In her efforts to bring justice to her people in Liberia, she 
has spent more than a year in jail and had her life threatened. 
President Johnson Sirleaf was a presidential candidate in 
the 1997 Liberia general election where he finished second in 
the field of 13. Before that, she served for five years a assistant 
administrator and director of the Regional Bureau for Africa of 
the United Nations Development Program as assistant secretary 
general of the United Nations and was the fir t woman to lead the 
United Nations Development Project for Africa. 
She also served as the chairperson of the Governance 
Reform Commission of the National Transitional Government of 
Liberia until she resigned in March 2004 to accept the nomination 
of the Unity Party of Liberia as its Standard Bearer. 
In November 2005, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was 
elected President of Liberia and became the fir t woman to lead 
an African nation. The Harvard educated and former World Bank 
economist defeated popular World Class occer star George Mleah 
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AND E SUffERED 0 MANY NOT 
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BROWN, LA TOY A - 34 
AT ABONE, SHARON - BROWN, LARRY D. - CRAWFORD, DEBORA -
42 40 40 
AVERY, COREY - 42 
"BREWER, JR. ", WILSON A WOSANY A , ADEYEMI BRUMMETT, P J - 42 D 
- 40 - 34 BUCKNER, MEKOLE - 42 
"DARBY, JR. ", JEFFERY AYALEW, YORDANOS BUFORD, DAYMON 
34 
_ DANIELS, DEVON - 34 
DANIELS, MISSY - 35 
DAVIS, BRIDGET - 35 
DAVIS, TENIVIA - 42 
DEIBEL, )ERR Y - 46 
- 34 - 42 
"GUNTER, JR. 
DONALD RAY - 34 
"JOHNSON, JR. 
MARY- 42 
"TAYLOR, JR.", EDDIE -
42 





BURNS, MARVIN - 46 
BURNS, PATRICIA - 4 7 









QUAN'SNA - BUTLER, CARMEN - 4 7 
BYRD, CHRISTINE - 41 
DIGGS, DIONNA - 35 
DORQUA YE-BORLABI, 
NAOMI- 42 BANKS, BRANDON - 40 
BARNER, LEON - 42 
BARNETT, BAMBANY A 
- 42 
c E 
ACQUAAH. GEORGE - BARNETT, ERNEST - 46 
CALDWELL, SHANTEL -
42 EDWARDS, SHEILA - 46 
EJIOFOR, HENRIETTA -
41 
46 BARRY, SEAN - 42 
ADAMS, DA YNA - 34 BEAVER, CAMILLE - 34 
ADAMS, STEPHANIE - BELL. BRITTNEY - 42 
4 7 BELL, TAMARA - 42 













CATER, TY - 42 
EKPO, FELICIA - 42 
- ELAM, DONNA - 41 
ELLISON, KENNETH - 42 
EVANS, CAROL - 46 
ALEXANDER, 
BLACK, BETTYE - 46 CHACHERE. MEAH - 34 EVANS, JESSICA - 42 
COURTNEY - 42 
ALLEN, ER YNE - 42 
BLOCKER, TOMICA - 34 CHANDLER, 
BLOCKMON, BRITT ANY CHA WNT AYE - 34 
EVANS, MOLLIA - 43 
- 42 CHASE, )A CIT A - 42 
ANDERSON, KIMBERLy - BOLDEN. BRIANNA - 42 CHASE, JULIE - 41 
41 
F 
BOTTOMS, NYRISHA - CHAT MAN. SHANDEE - FERRIN, JAMES - 46 
ANDERSON, LADONNA 42 40 FIELDS, ANDREA - 35 
- 41 
BRACKEEN, WILLIAM - CHILLIOUS, RODGRICK - FIELDS, JANARA - 35 
ANTWINE, CANDACE - 46 42 FLOWERS, CLESTINE - 43 
42 
BRADLEY. BRITTNEY - CLARK. NAIOMI - 34 FONT, REYNA - 35 
ANTWINE, SHAMIKA - 42 
34 COBURN, RHODA - 4 7 FORTE, SOPHIA - 43 
BRAME, )AVON - 42 COLBRIGHT, GRAIGORY FOSTER. TONI - 40 ARMOUR, WANDA -
34 BREEDLOVE. PATRICIA - - 42 FRANKLIN, DARIUS - 43 
ARMSTRONG, 
ELIZABETH - 34 
ARNEY, DOROTHY 
40 
41 COLE • TYRONE - 46 FREEMAN. RICKEY - 43 
BRIGGS, KATHY - 40 COLEMAN. NAKI - 42 FRU, NINA _ 35 
BRONER, ERICA - 42 COMBEST, AARIC - 42 FUL TCHER, T AMIKA -
35 
BROWN, DIVA - 42 CORBETT, KATE - 46 
AS MAMA W . TSEDENIA BROWN, DOMINIQUE - CORBIN, ROGER - 34 
- 34 34 CRAWFORD, CARMEN -
BROWN, JESSICA - 42 34 
180 
G 
GADDIS. QUIANA - 43 
HAMMONS, 
43 






GAFFNEY. WILLIAM - HANNA. SHERNIECE I 
47 43 
GALADIMA. ADAMOU HARDIN, BENJAMIN - IDDEEN. AYSHA - 36 
- 43 47 IRVING. DESIREE' - 36 
GALBREATH. T ASIA - HARMON. KA YVRYELLE ISLAND. KANDYCE - 36 
35 - 35 
GALES. KRISTIE - 43 
GASSAWAY. PHYLISHA 
- 47 
GIBSON. ASHLEY - 4 7 
GIBSON. JOANINE - 35 





HARRIS. BRIANCA - 43 JACKSON. BETTY - 36 
HART. SUE - 4 7 JACKSON. BRIANA - 43 
HAWKINS. DAJUAN - JACKSON. JACQULINE -
47 36 
HAWKINS. MARILYN - JACKSON. LEE ANN - 43 
41 JACKSON, STEVEN - 43 
GLAZENER. MATTHEW HAWKINS. SHANNON - JAGERS. BRITTIN! - 36 
- 43 43 JAMES. DONALD - 43 
GLOVER. MARIA - 35 HIBLER. JOV AN - 43 JARRETT. DEJUAN - 36 
GORDNER. DOMINICA - HICKS. LA T ASHA - 35 JEFFERSON, JENNIFER 




KEESEE, MICHAEL - 43 
KELSO-WATSON. 
ANGELA - 47 
KEMP, BRITTINY - 43 
KENDRICK. BISHOP - 36 
KIRK. HARNECIA - 43 
KIRTLEY. TREY A - 40 
KLOH. REGINALD - 43 
KUNKLE. LINDA - 43 
L 





LANGE. RUTH - 41 
GORDON. CHARLETICA HILLIARD. ANGELA JOHNSON. BRITT ANY _ LAUDERDALE. 
- 43 40 36 COURTNEY - 47 
GRAHAM. LORENZO - HILLMAN. LAWRENCE JOHNSON, KATHLEEN LAW. TRAMMELL - 44 
43 ANTHONY - 35 43 LAWRENCE. LUKA T A -
GRAY, CIERRA - 43 HINDS. BLAYNE - 4 7 JOHNSON. pAMELA 4 7 
GRAY. RAYMONDA - HINES, CHRISTIAN - 35 36 LAWSON, WAYNE - 46 
43 HOLMES-LA TIMER, JOHNSON. REBEKAH - LEE. DALLAS - 44 
GREEN. CORY - 41 HELEN - 43 43 LEE, JA TOY A - 44 
GREER. CLARA - 41 HOLT. JAMAAL - 43 JOHNSON, SHERRON - LEE, pAMELA - 44 
GREER. CLARA - 4 7 HOOKS. MOSE - 46 43 LESURE. LESTER - 46 
GRIFFIN. KANDIS - 40 
GUESS, T OSHA - 40 
HOOKS. MURCEDES - 35 JONES. ADDIE - 4 7 
HORNBEAK. JOE - 46 JONES. JENNIFER - 43 
GUIDER. ERIKA - 43 HOWARD. IRENE - 43 JONES. JERROD - 36 
GUNNELLS, JERMAINE - HOWARD, SAM YRNA - JONES. KATRINA - 36 
43 43 JONES. LAJUANA - 36 




HUGHES. CONNIE - 35 
HAKEEM. MARVIN - 35 HUGHES, TRENTON - 36 
JOSEPH. ERIC-ANTHONY 
- 46 
HAMIL TON. TOYE - HUNTER, JONIKQUA - JOSS ELL-CURRY, 
40 36 SHERRARD - 43 
HUNTER, NATALIE - 36 JOYNER. SHELBY - 43 
LEWIS. DEL VIN - 36 
LITTRELL. MARQUISHA 
- 44 
LOGAN. ASHLEY - 44 








ASHLEY - MYERS, DARRELRISHA -
44 R 
SHUMATE, 
ROSE - 38 
LA TOY A 
MANCE, RASH AWN - MYRICK, JENNIFER - 4 7 
44 
N 
SICARR, FA YLA - 41 
RANDOLPH, ASHL YNN - SKEEN, L YNNIE - 46 
MANUEL, LADARIN -
44 
44 SKEETER, SHARON - 44 
RANGE, SHAMEIKA - 37 SKINNER, DANIELLE - 45 
MAPLES, ELLIOTT - 44 
MARlETT A, CHAPEL -
44 
NAKASHIMA, SACHIKO REEVES, KIMBERLY - 37 SMITH, ALEX - 45 
- 37 REYNOLDS, ASHLEY - SMITH, BRANDON - 45 
NELSON, JAMIE - 37 44 SMITH, DONT AESHA -
MAR VEL, JOSEPH - 44 
MASON, ASHLEY - 44 
NEW MAN, MARY REYNOLDS, JERMAINE - 45 
46 44 SMITH, ERICA - 45 




MAYFIELD, BOBBIE - 44 NUGENT, DESMOND - RILEY, OUMIE - 44 SMITH, REGINALD - 45 
MCBEE, ANGELICA - 44 37 ROBERSON, ROSALYN - SMITH, TIFFANY - 45 
- SMITH, KHNUT A - 38 
SMITH, LARISA - 38 









OGNIBENE, CHERIE - 37 
44 
ROBINSON, CUR TIS - 38 
ROGERS, DELLA - 41 
ROGERS, DELLA - 4 7 
OKONOBOH, IVORIE - ROSE, NICKOLE - 44 
37 ROSS, KARIEL - 38 
OKRAY, RANDI - 44 ROSS, MARILYN - 44 
OLIVER, ANGELA - 40 RUCKER, CHYLA - 4 7 
MCNEIL, STEPHANIE - OMEJIA, ADA - 37 RUCKER, KUINTEN - 38 
37 ONAOLAPO, MARIAM RUSSELLE, MISTER - 44 
MERCHANT, AOUSHA - 37 RUTLEDGE-CLAYTON, 
- 37 OSEI. JASMIN - 37 M YQUICHE - 38 
MITCHELL, )ERR Y ME - p 
47 
MONTGOMERY, CHRIS s 
- 37 PAGE, CANDY - 37 
SAGINI. MESHACK - 46 
SMITH, TYRELL - 38 
STAPLES, CANDICE - 45 
STEPENY, SHARD A - 38 
STEWART, NICHELLE -
38 
SULLIEMAN, LIBAN - 45 









YVONNE - 46 
38 
PARKER, CASSANDRA - SARJEH PAY MA, TAYLOR , DYSHA WN -
46 HOSSEIN - 46 45 
MOORE, CHALITT A - PARKER, ERICA - 44 
44 PARKER, JASMINE - 44 
SCOTT, MEGHAN - 38 
SEARD, JANICE - 41 
MOORE, KHRIS - 37 
MOORE, ODETT A - 40 
PATTERSON, CHAR A - SEA Y, KERRy - 44 
44 
SEA Y, KETINA - 38 
MORRIS, DAMON - 44 PAYNE, LANDON - 44 SELLERS , KRISTIN - 38 
MORROW, MELISSA - PERRY , CHARVES - 37 
44 PETRI, SEANA - 41 
MUHAMMAD, PRINCE, VtA'NEY - 37 
MALCOLM - 44 PUGH, TERRANCE - 44 
SEYMORE, TINISHA 
44 
SHARP, DIANA - 4 7 
SHA YE, A Y ANTU - 44 MUNDENDE, 




















TIBBS, COURTNEY - 45 
TILLMAN. LIND A - 4 7 
TOAHTY, ZAC - 45 
TOUSSON, BRITTAN! -
45 
TUGGLE. DEREK - 45 
TURNER. BARRY - 45 
TURNER, LUCRESHIA 
45 
TYLER. CANTRICE - 45 
u 















WOODLEY. JAVED - 39 
WOODS, DA'JANAI -
39 
WOODS, SHAY - 45 
UPSHAW. SHARKIST A - WRIGHT, ANGELA - 45 
45 WRIGHT, DOW ANNA -
39 v WRIGHT. JAMIE - 45 
VANDIVER, MARTHA - v 
45 
VANN, KENDRA - 45 YOUNGBLOOD, 
VAUGHN, QEISHA - 38 ELIZABETH - 39 
w 









WATTS, SASHA - 45 
WEST, MARLENE - 4 7 
WEST, MELANIE - 39 
WHITE, BRANDl - 45 
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